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In this article, a new content-centric collaboration platform called active content collaboration platform which
supports automated content-centric collaboration on cloud system is presented. It supports event-driven automatic
collaboration by specifying each active work based on active work description language and automating the
execution of collaborative task flow composed of active works. It supports a modularized and extensible
architecture by making its components in separate modules. Also, it provides a scalable high-performance
architecture by supporting multi-level active work processing in active work execution engine, and allocating virtual
machines for the computation intensive high-level action such as volume rendering through auto-scalable
allocation on cloud system. For the experiment and evaluation, we shall show the results of implementing the
collaborative medical application on our system where computation intensive application like a volume rendering is
used for MRI analysis.
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Nowadays, collaboration organization becomes more
complicated and grows bigger. Therefore, it requires huge
collaboration platform through networks. Modern soft-
wares for content-centric collaborations support web ap-
plications for business tasks based on traditional software
systems such as enterprise content management (ECM)
[1] or repository softwares. Those content-centric collabor-
ation platforms reduce network traffic for collaboration
content transfer. Previous collaboration platforms were
developed to provide private, isolated, and unique methods
used for specific organization [2]. It means that those soft-
wares should be customized for each organization for pro-
viding collaboration services, and hence it is hard to retain
them flexibly. Furthermore, collaboration between orga-
nizations with different systems requires additional cost,
and makes security problems. This limitation of isolated
collaboration system makes collaboration between sepa-
rated organizations harder.
In this article, we propose a new active content collab-
oration platform (ACCP) which supports automated* Correspondence: csjeong@korea.ac.kr
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in any medium, provided the original work is pevent-driven service called “active work” on cloud sys-
tem. It provides a modularized architecture and cloud
management system to provide system extendibility so
we can attach new functional module into ACCP easily.
Also, ACCP provides separated content-centric virtual
collaborative work space called “active content reposi-
tory (ACR)”. All contents stored in ACR are called “ac-
tive content” which can be managed automatically by
our collaboration platform.
Our platform has three key features. The first feature
is that it provides virtual collaborative content work-
space to collaboration users. With this content-centric
collaboration system, collaboration users can interact
with each other, and share their contents via network.
The second feature is that it provides functions to exe-
cute a unique task flow with automated management en-
gine based on event-driven scheme for separated
content spaces. Each content space is created for their
unique purpose. If there arises any action by user in con-
tent space, collaboration platform creates events and
collects them to carry out its corresponding. Those col-
lected events are validated by task flow management en-
gine which execute a task according to the predefined
task flow. The task flow can be monitored, and managed
by collaboration users. The third feature is that itOpen Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly cited.
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port extensibility, flexibility, and quality of service by
exploiting cloud infrastructure system. With modular-
ized architecture, the manager of collaboration platform
can attach various multimedia processing functions for
each organization easily. For example, in case of music
collaboration, we can attach music producing applica-
tion instantly. Also, the huge collaboration platform
needs to balance its work load by controlling repository
size and computational load.
The outline of this article is as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes related works and Section 3 describes the main
architecture of ACCP. Section 4 describes the imple-
mentation of our platform and the performance evalu-
ation. Section 5 describes conclusion of this article.
2. Related works
Various commercial ECM [1], open-sourced content
management system (CMS) [3], and repository soft wares
for content-centered collaboration are in the market such
as Microsoft Sharepoint [4], EMC Documentum [5],
Alfresco [6], Drupal [7], Joomla [8], DSpace [9], and so
on. Alfresco opened their layered 3-tier architecture
(Content Repository, Application Server, and Collabora-
tive Web Apps) and clustered repository for enterprise
scale massive content management. It provides standard-
ized interfaces based on JSR-170 [10], CMIS v1.0 [11],Figure 1 Architecture of the ACCP.and unique web service API. Furthermore, it supports
simple workflow for automation via embedded jBPM
[12] workflow module. HP Labs Fractal Project [13] sug-
gested cloud collaboration with event-driven automation
named ‘active behavior’, and introduced key features for
content-centric cloud collaboration. There are many web-
based SaaS (Software as a Service) [14] built on RIA (Rich
Internet Application) [15] technology such as Google
Wave [16], Zoho.com [17], Zimbra [18], and so on. These
services show examples as customizable workspaces and
applications for clients on cloud ecosystems. Also, there
are many collaborative systems such as SonART [19],
ConnectBoard [20], and Virtual Campfire [21] which sup-
port multimedia processing such as image display and
signal processing. SonART is a flexible multimedia envir-
onment which allows for networked collaborative inter-
action with applications for art, science, and industry. It
provides an open-ended framework for integration of
image and audio processing methods with flexible network
features. ConnectBoard is capable of capturing and deliv-
ering realistic, genuine eye contact as well as accurate gaze
awareness with respect to shared media. Virtual Campfire
enables the flexible realization of community information
systems with divers and complex multimedia content such
as videos, images, and 3D data on smart mobile device.
These services show examples as dynamic multimedia col-
laboration on network.
Figure 2 Architecture of CSM.
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3.1.Key features
In order to support scalable event-driven content collab-
oration system on cloud, ACCP has the following key
features.Figure 3 Architecture of ACR.1. Content-centric collaboration support: Previous
collaboration paradigm was user-to-user
collaboration by using communication tools. This
kind of collaboration causes huge network traffic and
inconvenience in collaboration, because all contents
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network, and collaboration users should work for all
steps of task. To solve those problems, content-
centric collaboration is developed. In content-centric
collaboration, there is a centralized CMS which can
be used as a collaborative workspace by users. With
centralized CMS, we can reduce network traffic and
manages collaboration platform easily.
2. Event-driven automatic collaboration support: ACCP
supports collaboration with automated event-driven
collaboration. This event-driven automation is very
useful for collaboration support, because generated
events can be used as a trigger of advancing
collaboration task flow. If there is any change in
content space in ACCP, it generates events due to
the information of action which causes changes.
ACCP also supports users to describe a collaboration
task flow. This service enables users to create their
own collaboration task flow. Collaboration task flow
is composed of event, action, and rule. When an
event is generated, system catches it, and executes
some actions due to the rule defined.
3. Scalable high performance cloud-based architecture:
ACCP supports a modularized and extensible
architecture based on cloud technology in order to
manage massive user groups and contents. ACCP
offers a scalable high-performance architecture
through auto-scalable allocation for its components
on cloud. High computational tasks are allocated in
different virtual resources by cloud management
component. Furthermore, ACCP supports multi-level
active work processing: low-level action such as
simple content manipulation is processed in content
repository, while computation intensive high-levelFigure 4 Example of active work.action such as content transformation, rendering,
encoding, and compression are out-sourced, and
managed in active work component.3.2. Architecture
ACCP is composed of four components: Collaborative
Content Space Manager (CSM), ACR, Active Work Execu-
tion Engine (AWEE), and Cloud Manager (CM). Figure 1
shows an overall architecture of ACCP.
CSM provides a user interface as well as various man-
agement functions for collaboration. ACR is a work
space for a collaboration group which provides its own
Repository Manipulation Service and Active Work Service
for collaboration. AWEE connects external application with
ACR, and executes various distributed high-performance
application for collaboration in professional task area.
Finally, CM is a management component for allocating and
managing computational resource used to run ACCP.3.2.1. CSM
CSM provides a web user interface for collaborative sys-
tem management service. Figure 2 shows the detailed
architecture of CSM.
CSM hosts a group of content spaces for collaboration
between massive user groups. The web user interface of
CSM provides three interfaces for user management, ac-
tive work management, and content space management.
All information of users is managed by accessing User
Management Interface. Collaboration users can modify
their information and group information. Users can cre-
ate and modify their unique active work through using
active work Management Interface. Content Space Man-
agement Interface provides functions for creating a new
Figure 5 Architecture of AWEE.
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information of ACR.
CSM has ACCP Information Manager to collect and
manage the information of the whole users, content
spaces, and active works in collaboration domain. Collab-
oration users can access and modify collaborative informa-
tion easily with the centralized information manager.
User Manager provides User Information Modifier to
edit user or group information, and User Authentication
Manager to certify user who accesses ACCP.
Active Work Manager provides Active Work Informa-
tion Modifier, Active Work design toolkit, and Active
Work Instance Monitor. User can edit active work infor-
mation by using Active Work Information Modifier. Also,
user can create his unique active work with Active Work
design toolkit, and monitor the current running active
work instance by using Active Work Instance Monitor.
CSM provides ACR management function, content
management function, and content space information
modifier function. A collaboration group manager can
create or modify a work space with ACR manager, andFigure 6 Architecture of active work execution agent.collaboration members can access contents in work
space by using content manager.
User, Active Work, and CSMs are provided as their corre-
sponding web service through the CSM web user interface:
User Management Interface, Active Work Management
Interface, and Content Space Management Interface.
3.2.2. ACR
ACR is a content repository which provides automated
collaboration service called active work with two main
services: Repository Manipulation Service and Active
Work Service. Figure 3 shows the detailed architecture
of ACR.
Repository Manipulation Service stores and manages
the content produced during collaboration between users
by providing a web service function to access collaborative
information and content data. It is composed of two
services: Content Foundation Service and Collaboration
Foundation Service. The former supports CSM to access
content space, while the latter supports CSM to access
user and active work information of ACR. ACR has
Figure 7 Architecture of CM.
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distributed file system (DFS).
In huge collaboration, static storage may cause lack of
available space to store contents. To solve this problem,
Content Namespace Manager requests additional virtual
machine resources or terminating useless ones to CM
Interface, thus modifying the whole size of content space
storage.
Active Work Service is composed of three components:
Active Work Description Parser, Active Model, and Active
Work Runtime System. Active Work Service supports col-
laboration by using user information and active workFigure 8 Collaboration task flow of medical scenario.which stored in Content Namespace Manager. Active
work is a description of collaboration task flow. It is com-
posed of three kinds of elements: actions, events, and
rules. The example of active work is presented in Figure 4.
Active work is described in our own description lan-
guage called Active Work Description Language (AWDL).
When collaborating, user requests to activate stored active
work in Content Namespace Manager, Active Work
Parser in Active Work Service parses AWDL file, and gen-
erates Active Work Instance which is composed of event,
rule and action instances. Generated Active Work
Instances are managed by Active Work Instance Controller,
Table 1 Each arrow in medical scenario
1 Deploy active work through CSM (brain analysis with MRI)
2 Deploy active work in ACR (brain analysis with MRI)
3 Low-level action (create message content: “request MRI volume data” to B)
4 View content (message content: “request MRI volume data”)
5 Create brain MRI data
6 Upload content through CSM (MRI volume data)
7 Upload content in ACR (MRI volume data)
8 High-level action (execute volume rendering with AWEE)
9 Low-level action (create message content: “request 2D MRI analysis data” to C)
10 View content (message content: “request MRI analysis data”)
11 View content (multimedia content: “MRI 2D data”)
12 Analyze 2D MRI data and create analysis report
13 Upload content through CSM (“MRI analysis report”)
14 Upload content in ACR (“MRI analysis report”)
15 Low-level action (create message content: “MRI analysis is done” to A)
16 View content (multimedia content: “MRI analysis report”)
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tent Namespace Manager, ACR generates event due to the
occurred change, and collects them into event collector.
After events are collected, event analyzer generates event
instance, and event dispatcher sends it to Active Work In-
stance Controller to advance active work. Event instances
work as a trigger of advancing active work. In the example
of active work showed in Figure 4, there are three rules: r1,
r2, and r3, three events: e1, e2, and e3, and five actions: a1,
a2, a3, a4, and a5. r1 is the entry point of active work. If any
event stored in event collector is equal to e1, r1 executes a1
and a2 by using Action Handler, and changes entry point to
r2. Action Collector in Action Handler collects action in-
stances which are delivered from Active Work Instance
Controller. When new action instance is collected, Action
Analyzer analyzes it and generates batch process of actionTable 2 Active work description in medical collaboration scen










Rule r1 Run a1
r2 Run a3
r3 Run a5
r4 Run a6execution. Action Executor runs action due to generated
batch process by using Repository Manipulation Service
and AWEE. There are two types of action: low-level action
and high-level action. Low-level action is a simple task such
as messaging to other collaboration user and content modi-
fication by using Repository Manipulation Service. High-
level action is a task which may not be executed by own
functions of ACR. To execute high-level action, Action Ex-
ecutor requests CM to create new virtual machine which
executes additional collaboration function for jobs in pro-
fessional area by using CM Interface.
3.2.3. AWEE
AWEE is a management component for providing exter-
nal application service. Figure 5 shows the architecture
of AWEE.ario
el action (message content: “notify startup of active work” to “A”, “B”, “C”)
el action (message content: “request MRI volume data” to “B”)
el action (message content : “volume data is stored” to “C”)
vel action (execute volume rendering)
el action (message content : “volume rendering is done” to “C”)
el action (message content : “MRI analysis done” to “A”)
active work (medical collaboration)
content (MRI volume data)
vel action (execute volume rendering)
content (MRI analysis data)
and a2 when e1 comes
and a4 when e2 comes
when e3 comes
when e4 comes
Figure 9 Diagrams of active work in medical scenario collaboration.
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Scheduler, Job Handler, and Result Handler. When a new
high-level action is sent, Job Receiver receives its corre-
sponding job data from ACR, and stores them into Job
Data Storage. AWEE Scheduler handles the stored job
data, and request Job Sender to run high-level action in
the Active Work Execution Agent which is installed in vir-
tual machine on cloud. Active Work Execution Agent has
several components: Job Executor, Application Adaptor,
and Result Sender as shown in Figure 6.
Job Executor receives job data from AWEE, and exe-
cutes them. After job is done, Result Sender returns the
results to AWEE. However, there are many kind of ap-
plication used in collaboration. So, we need application
adaptor which enables each application to be executed
on cloud system. Result Receiver in Result Handler
stores the result data which is sent from virtual machine.
Finally, Result Sender returns the result data to ACR
with first in first out algorithm.
3.2.4. CM
CM is a resource management component which provides
all computational resources used in ACCP by using vari-
ous cloud infrastructure system such as Eucalyptus andFigure 10 2D image data of volume rendering used in medical scenaOpenstack. It is composed of five components: Resource
Information Manager, Resource Monitor, Auto-Scale En-
gine, Resource Provider, and Unified Cloud Interface. The
architecture of CM is shown in Figure 7.
Unified Cloud Interface provides an integrated inter-
face for various infrastructures. It supports the following
functions: creating, terminating, modifying, and moni-
toring virtual machine instance. Resource Monitor col-
lects all the information of virtual machine instances for
ACCP through Unified Cloud Interface, and Resource
Information Manager stores the collected information.
Auto-Scale Engine analyzes resource information stored
in Resource Information Manager, decides the creation
or termination of virtual machines according to the load
of ACCP, and asks Resource Provider to create or ter-
minate virtual machine instances.
4. Experiment and evaluation for multimedia
processing
ACCP is implemented using Java on eclipse-indigo of
Microsoft Windows 7. The web interface of ACCP is
designed with full JSP which can be used on several web
browsers including mobile web browsers. When initiat-
ing ACCP service, CM creates three virtual machinesrio.
Figure 11 Main web page of ACCP browsed by web browser.
Figure 12 Contents of ActiveWorkRepository.
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Figure 13 List of all result images of volume rendering.
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Interface. Resource Information Manager stores informa-
tion of each created virtual machine instances. CSM re-
ceives the information about ACR, and ACR about AWEE
for high-level action, respectively, from Resource Informa-
tion Manager. After startup, collaboration users can access
ACCP through CSM web user interface. As a multimedia
processing application, we shall show a collaborative med-
ical scenario where computation intensive application like
a volume rendering is used for MRI analysis.
4.1. Experiment
In medical scenario, three actors collaborate with each
other for the analysis of MRI image produced by using
volume rendering. Actor A is a family doctor, actor B an
MRI doctor, and actor C a brain doctor. As shown in
Figure 8, a collaboration flow of medical scenario consists
of 16 steps. Each step is described in Table 1 in detail.
In step 1, A deploys an active work for medical collab-
oration through CSM web user interface. In step 2, CSM
stores the information for the active work into ACR as
in Table 2.
The active work is composed of six actions (a1, a2, a3,
a4, a5, and a6), four events (e1, e2, e3, and e4), and four
rules (r1, r2, r3, and r4). Each rule defines the relationship
between events and actions which should be executedTable 3 System specification of cloud infrastructure system (E
CPU Memory HDD N
m
Machine type 1 Xeon E5620 2.40 GHz (2EA) 12 GB RAM 1 TB 1
Machine type 2 Xeon E5606 2.13 GHz (2EA) 12 GB RAM 1 TB 4when those events occurs. It can be represented by three
diagrams each interconnecting actions, events, and rules
as shown in Figure 9.
When active work is deployed correctly, e1 is gener-
ated in content space, and a1 and a2 are executed due to
r1 in step 3, and each doctor is notified about the
startup of active work. In step 4, B accesses CSM to view
message from collaboration system. After receiving MRI
volume data request message, B creates MRI volume
data with their own MRI machine, and uploads it into
ACCP through CSM web user interface in steps 5 and 6.
In step 7, the volume data are stored in ACR, and e2 is
generated. Due to r2, a3 is executed to notify C that the
volume data are stored in ACR, and a4 is executed to
transform MRI volume data into 2D image in step 8, re-
spectively. In step 8, ACR requests AWEE to execute
volume rendering by creating virtual machines through
CM. After volume rendering, ACR stores 2D image of
volume data, and e3 is generated. Due to r3, a5 is exe-
cuted to send the message to C that the volume render-
ing is done in step 9. An example of 2D volume
rendering image is shown in Figure 10.
After reading message from a5 in step 10, C views the
MRI image in step 11, analyzes it in step 12, and uploads
the analysis report into ACR through CSM in step 13




Cloud controller, cluster controller, storage
controller, Walrus
Node controller
Figure 14 Graph of volume rendering processing time with five
volume data samples.
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the MRI analysis is done in step 15. In step 16, A view
the MRI analysis report stored in ACR.
After running medical collaboration, we can access
contents which are produced in collaboration process.
ACCP provides JSP-based web browser which can be
accessed by several devices including mobile device. The
main web page of ACCP is expressed in Figure 11.
In Figure 11, there are three directories: ActiveWork-
Repository stores active work description files. Collabora-
tive users can upload or modify Active Work Description
files with this menu. The contents of ActiveWork-
Repository are shown in Figure 12. UserData stores all
user data such as ID, password, message history, etc.
Collaborative users can manage their information by
modifying these data. Workplace is a content repository
which stores the contents for collaboration. In case of
medical collaboration scenario, MRI volume data, 2DFigure 15 Processing time ratio of volume rendering.MRI images, and brain analysis report are stored in
Workplace directory.
After executing high-level active work using volume
rendering, brain doctor can view 2D MRI image data by
using web interface in CSM. The list of all result images
of volume rendering is expressed in Figure 13.
Volume rendering application generates 2D images of
skull for all x- and y-axis. Brain doctor can view 2D images
like Figure 9, and analyze them to edit analysis report.
4.2. Evaluation
ACCP can provide computation intensive multimedia ap-
plications which support collaboration in professional area
by using cloud infrastructure through AWEE. With this
external application adaptor, people can collaborate in vari-
ous areas efficiently. In our scenario, we make use of vol-
ume rendering application for 3D multimedia data which
is known computation intensive in medical application.
We use a volume rendering engine called “Fast Shear
Skew Warp Volume Visualization using Poisson Disk
Sample” to support medical collaboration. It provides
very fast volume rendering service compared with other
previous services. To evaluate performance of volume
rendering in our system, we use Eucalyptus version 1.6.2
as a cloud infrastructure system for running ACCP. The
system specification is expressed in Table 3.
Each machine uses Ubuntu-10.04-LTS OS and KVM
as a hypervisor to run multiple virtual operating systems.
With this infrastructure system, we created three virtual
machines for CSM, ACR, and AWEE, and five virtual
machines in cloud infrastructures. Each virtual machine
has 1 CPU, 1536 MB RAM, and 100 GB HDD storage.
Content Namespace Manager uses Hadoop DFS to com-
bine distributed storage with one name node, four data
nodes. We execute volume rendering for five volume
data samples stored by Content Namespace Manager.
The processing time of volume rendering for each vol-
ume data samples is shown in Figure 14.
Figure 16 Virtual machine instance creation time using
Eucalyptus and Openstack.
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ing time when using the volume data stored in ACR dir-
ectly, and the red bar shows the network overhead taken to
transfer data between ACR and virtual machines through
AWEE. The blue bar consists of five steps: In step 1,
volume data are stored in ACR. In step 2, volume render-
ing application reads volume data which stored in ACR.
After reading volume data, volume rendering application
generates 2D images of volume data in step 3. Generated
2D images are stored in ACR in step 4, and finally, 2D im-
ages are read for view to collaboration users in step 5. In
case of medical scenario, the processing time ratio of each
step is shown in Figure 15.
The portion of the volume rendering process is 19%,
while the portion of storage I/O overhead using DFS is
81% as shown in Figure 15.
Also, ACCP provides scalable storage in content re-
pository by using cloud infrastructure system. When
ACR needs to extend its content repository, it requests
new virtual machine instance to CM through CM inter-
face. We make use of two different cloud infrastructures:
Eucalyptus and Openstack. Figure 16 shows the time
taken for virtual machine creation.
When creating new virtual machine, Eucalyptus uses
round-robin scheduler, and Openstack simple filter sched-
uler, respectively. As shown in Figure 16, Openstack is bet-
ter than Eucalyptus. For single virtual machine instance,
Openstack takes only 10 s while Eucalyptus takes 40 s. For
ten virtual machine instances, both of Eucalyptus and
Openstack take longer than 1 min. This delay may cause
unexpected error in collaboration, since ACR needs to
wait for the successful completion of storage extension.
To handle this problem, CSM blocks user access while
storage extension is on progressing.
5. Conclusion
In this article, we have presented a new ACCP which sup-
ports automated content-centric collaboration on cloudsystem. It supports a modularized and extensible architec-
ture by making CSM, ACR, and AWEE in separate mod-
ules. CSM provides a user interface as well as various
management functions for collaboration. ACR is a work
space for a collaboration group which provides its own
Repository Manipulation Service and Active Work
Service for collaboration. AWEE connects external appli-
cation with ACR, and executes various distributed high-
performance application for collaboration in professional
task area. Finally, CM is a management component for al-
locating and managing computational resource used to
run ACCP. Also, it offers scalable high-performance archi-
tecture by supporting multi-level active work processing
in AWEE, and allocating VMs for the computation inten-
sive high-level action such as volume rendering through
auto-scalable allocation on cloud system. Moreover, our
system supports event-driven automatic collaboration by
specifying each active work based on AWDL and auto-
mating the execution of collaborative task flow composed
of active works. For the experiment and evaluation, we
have shown the results of implementing the collaborative
medical application on our system where computation in-
tensive application like a volume rendering is used for
MRI analysis.
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